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NUMECENT ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF 
CLOUDPAGING FOR ENTERPRISE 9.0  
 

April 25, 2017 - Irvine, CA -Numecent, the only company focused on native Cloud 

Application Delivery, is pleased to announce the release of Cloudpaging® for Enterprise 

9.0.   

Cloudpaging for Enterprise transforms native software delivery, deployment, and 

provisioning to and from the cloud, datacenter, and desktop. Key updates available in 

Cloudpaging for Enterprise 9.0 include: 

• Windows® 10 and Windows Server® 2016 Support 

Cloudpaging Player has been updated to fully support Windows 10 anniversary edition 

and Windows Server 2016 with Remote Desktop Services (RDS). Migrating to a new 

platform has never been easier.  

• Improved Performance and Best Application Compatibility 

Enhancements to the Cloudpaging Player have improved application virtualization and 

launch times.  Furthermore, Cloudpaging 9.0 is now fully compatibility with Virus 

Scanners, Malware Detection, and other System level applications. 

• Tools for Packaging Automation and Reusability 

Several new features were added to Cloudpaging® Studio, including the addition of 

“Non-Interactive Packager” that can generate Cloudpaging Applications from MSI’s 

with no manual intervention.  Studio Projects are now in a reusable format and are 

automatically stored within the virtualized application package, simplifying long term 

management of Studio Projects and enabling users to share projects. 

• Enhanced Licensing Options 

A “Metered” licensing feature has been added to the Cloudpaging Server.  This 

licensing option records application usage information without restricting the 

application to the number of seats, concurrent usage, or online/offline status. 
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Compared to legacy application virtualization technologies, Cloudpaging has the highest 

success rate of any application delivery technology at a lower cost. Phil Morgan, Director of 

Client Services at Software 2, one of Numecent partners, states “Cloudpaging 9 delivers 

apps to end-users faster than ever before, with some of our University customers 

reporting a 30% improvement. When we demo to new customers, first launch times for 

some apps are so fast IT admins think we are cheating!” 

“Simplifying how applications are delivered while freeing up valuable IT Resources is a key 

benefit of deploying Cloudpaging for Enterprise. Cloudpaging for Enterprise 9.0 provides 

the most mature and best application virtualization solution available in the market today.” 

said Doug Pfiffner, CTO of Numecent.  

Numecent’s Cloudpaging technology delivers 10+million application sessions annually and 

has packaged 10,000+ applications, including CAD, CAM, PLM, DCC and specialized 

applications to enterprises around the world, bringing savings to IT departments while 

simplifying on-boarding for new end users and reducing the IT impact for delivering new 

applications and updates.  

 

About Numecent 

Numecent is a fast-growing software and cloud-services company pioneering application 

delivery. Numecent’s Cloudpaging technology brings rapid, secure and friction free 

provisioning of native applications from the cloud through virtualization and 

containerization.    

Delivering solutions to Enterprise customers via channel partners while also servicing 

cloud providers and ISV’s, Numecent, has delivered cloudified applications worldwide, 

reducing the pain points for application delivery while helping lower costs. Numecent was 

founded in 2008, and is headquartered in Irvine, California.  More information can be found 

at www.numecent.com  
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